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How to Support Action Prediction: Evidence from Human
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real-time movement planning comes about [6]. First, internal
inverse models are responsible for calculating the required
motor commands necessary to reach a desired movement
outcome. These motor commands are then issued to actually
execute the movement. Second, in parallel with motor
execution, internal forward models use copies of the motor
commands to estimate the sensorimotor consequences of
performing the action. Thus, this generates a short-term
prediction into the near future. This is relevant also for the
field of social interaction as the same principles apply to the
perception of others´ actions – with the exception that the
formation and updating of forward and inverse models is
managed through the use of external perceptual information
instead of directly through motor commands [5]. Thus, while
the motor commands used by the internal forward model are
directly available within one individual these need to be
inferred indirectly from perceptual evidence from another
person in the case of action perception. Using internal
predictive models for collaborative action is useful because it
allows very fast action planning and performance as coactors can predict each other’s actions in advance and do not
need to rely on slower reactive processes [7, 8].

Abstract— When two or more people perform actions
together such as shaking hands, playing ensemble music or
carrying an object together, they often naturally adjust the
spatial and temporal parameters of their movements to facilitate
smooth task performance. This paper reviews recent findings
from experiments with human participants to demonstrate ways
in which individuals strategically modulate their own action
performance to support a task partner in predicting their
actions and thereby facilitate coordination. Based on this
evidence, it is discussed how strategic action modulation
(“action signaling”) might be a useful approach also for robotic
systems to assist human users, thereby reducing cognitive load
and flexibly supporting the acquisition of new skills.

I. INTRODUCTION
Human collaboration is not a passive process where two
or more people simply happen to be coordinated. Instead, it
often involves active mutual adaptation such that each coactor modifies her action performance to support reaching
the desired collaborative action outcome [1, 2]. What are the
cognitive processes underlying this highly developed ability?
Various findings from research in cognitive psychology
and social neuroscience suggest the existence of specific
mechanisms
facilitating
physical
real-time
action
coordination in humans. For example, by reducing action
variability over repeated interactions, people make their own
actions as predictable for others as possible [3, 4]. This is
especially useful if only little information about another
person is available such as when co-actors cannot see each
other’s actions. Most of our daily interactions, however, take
place in contexts in which rich perceptual information is
available. For instance, when moving furniture together,
people have visual and auditory access to each other’s
actions and also receive haptic feedback about each other’s
actions. In these cases in which perceptual information is
shared between interaction partners, the available
information is often used to achieve smooth and successful
action coordination. Such forms of coordination involve two
processes:

On the other hand, besides using available information to
predict another person’s actions, co-actors can also facilitate
each other’s action prediction processes by modifying their
action performance in a way that makes it easier for an
interaction partner to recognize the action. This is referred to
as signaling [9, 10] or strategic action adaptation [2].
Signaling is an active form of supporting collaborative action
because people perform their actions differently compared to
how they would perform them individually.
The following sections will briefly discuss why action
prediction can be challenging and then provide a brief
overview about research on signaling in humans. Based on
this, it will be discussed how human-robot interaction can
benefit from this research. Specifically, using signaling
might decrease cognitive load in human users interacting
with a machine and thereby facilitate acquisition of relevant
interaction skills.

On the one hand, co-actors must be able to recognize and
use the information that is available about another person.
Visual cues from a co-actor’s action allow the formation of
internal models of the other’s behavior that can be used to
generate predictions about an upcoming action [5]. Internal
predictive models have first been described in the field of
individual human motor control where they explain how fast

II. CHALLENGES FOR ACTION PREDICTION
Action prediction can be easy and often happens
automatically when two human adults collaborate. One
reason why this works so well is that humans are physically
and functionally very similar. Thus, if one person observes
another person perform a reach-and-grasp movement, the
observer’s motor system easily “resonates” with the observed
movement, thereby providing the internal forward model
with accessible data to model the actor’s behavior and
generate predictions about the unfolding of the action. Much
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empirical evidence indeed suggests, first, that the similarity
of motor acts is important for forming predictions such that
people are better in predicting an action the closer it matches
their own performance [11, 12] and, second, that action
prediction is improved by own motor experience such that
actions can be more accurately predicted if one knows how
to and is trained to perform them [13, 14].

could be performed with higher amplitude, thereby making
the movement more salient for another person.
Fig. 1 provides an example for this type of signaling
movement. It displays artificially created (upper panel) and a
real human participant’s (lower panel) movement trajectories
based on a data set from a recent study [21] in which pairs of
participants performed a sequence of arm movements
towards four different target locations. Their goal was to
arrive at each target at the same time. However, only one
person in each pair knew which of the four possible targets
was to be reached for the upcoming movement. Thus, there
was an asymmetry between co-actors with respect to the
amount of task information – one person knew which target
to move to and the other one did not. The aim of the study
was to identify ways in which people would solve this
coordination task in real time (participants could see each
other, but were not allowed to talk to each other as the study
intended to investigate non-verbal signaling). A first finding
was that the person who had information about the location
of the upcoming target exaggerated her movement trajectory
towards that target. This allowed the task partner to more
easily track, predict and coordinate with her movement
because it became salient and easier to recognize (Fig. 1).

In contrast, if a human adult interacts with someone who
is physiologically and functionally quite different action
prediction becomes more challenging. Already when interacting with a young infant who has limited motor capacities
we do not always succeed in estimating what the infant will
do, how fast and accurately she can perform an action and
what the final outcome of the action will be. The challenge
even increases when interacting with artificial agents whose
action repertoire and movement kinematics might differ
substantially from those of a human person. For instance, an
industrial manufacturing robot might not be constrained in its
physiology in the same way that human movements are
constrained, allowing it to perform complete 360° arm
rotations or very fast and highly precise movements. When a
human observer sees an action that is impossible for her to
perform this creates a processing conflict [15, 16],
suggesting that the default prediction mechanisms are
impaired or fail.
Given the fast developments in the field of interactive
robotics, more and more tasks will be performed by artificial
agents and humans together in the near future, for example,
with household robots or in professional domains such as
industrial or medical applications [17, 18]. As a consequence, the challenge of how to design robots in a way that
they display autonomous and flexible behavior while still
being predictable for humans becomes increasingly relevant.
III. SUPPORTING ACTION PREDICTION THROUGH SIGNALING
Signaling is a way of helping an observer to predict one’s
immediate behavior. In contrast to, for instance, using cospeech gestures during a conversation [19] or explicitly communicative actions such as pointing [20], a signaling action
is special in that it involves modifying a standard, noncommunicative action in a way that makes it informative for
another person. Thus, a signaling action involves both a
pragmatic goal (for example, moving a cup towards a coffee
pot held by someone else) and a communicative goal
(facilitating prediction of the endpoint of the movement so
that the other can predict the final goal position) [10]. There
are two ways in which this can be achieved: First, one can
exaggerate one’s own action to allow another person to
easily detect and track it. Second, one can provide additional
information by using one’s own action to distinguish a set of
possible action alternatives.

Figure 1. Signaling by exaggeration. The black line depicts a hand
movement trajectory, demonstrating one form of signaling that involves
exaggerating one’s movement path towards a target location (thick black
lines) in comparison to a “standard” task performance without signaling
(grey line). The task required pairs of participants to make arm movements
towards different targets and coordinate the arrival times at the targets
while only one of them knew which target was the correct next one. The
data displayed in the upper panel are artificially created for demonstration
purposes, based on human movement data from [21]. The lower panels
show example movements from one real participant of that study.

Similar findings have been reported by other studies. For
instance, in one case [22], two expert musicians played a
piano duet together under different auditory feedback
conditions – either mutually hearing each other, hearing only
their own playing or hearing only the other’s playing. An
analysis of the musicians’ movement kinematics indicated
that they lifted their fingers higher specifically in the
conditions with reduced auditory feedback. This suggests

A. Exaggerating Action Performance
Action prediction can be facilitated for an interaction
partner by overdoing one’s own action performance. For
example, moving the cup towards the coffee pot could be
done with a direct, straight trajectory (which would be the
standard way of performing such an action individually) or it
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that they switched from an auditory to a visual information
channel to achieve the close temporal coordination that is
required for expert music performance. By increasing the
amplitude of their finger movements, they made it easier for
each other to predict the timing of the next key press and
thereby facilitated coordination.

the task instructions. The main finding revealed that also in
this situation the person who had task information which the
other one lacked made an effort in disambiguating the action
alternatives. In particular, when she grasped the top part of
the bottle, she moved relatively higher than at baseline and
when she grasped the bottom part of the bottle, she moved
relatively lower. This made it easier for the task partner to
choose and perform her own complementary action.

A slightly different way of exaggerating information was
found by a study [23] in which two people had to move a
pendulum together such that each of them was responsible
for moving the pendulum to one side by pulling a rope. Thus,
on each swing of the pendulum one person had to pull it over
to achieve smooth and regular pendulum motion. When
comparing task performance in this interactive condition to
bimanual action (one person manipulated both sides of the
pendulum), it was found that participants maintained more
force overlap of their movements. Thus, while one co-actor
pulled the pendulum towards her side, the other maintained
some force on the other side of the pendulum. This could be
interpreted as a way to communicate through haptic
coupling, thereby creating an additional perceptual channel
for coordination (or exaggerating the information flow
through the existing haptic channel).
B. Disambiguating Action Alternatives
Another way to facilitate action prediction through
signaling is by providing additional task information that
another person does not have or cannot easily access. People
are very accurate in extracting information from the
kinematics of observed actions [24, 25, 26]. This ability can
be used in an interaction situation if another person
modulates her actions to provide information that can be
read and understood by others. For instance, when it is
unclear whether a person will move a cup towards the person
with the coffee pot or towards the dishwasher, changing her
movement in a way that differentiates the two movement
paths already early on will help the person with the coffee
pot to decide whether she will be asked to pour coffee or not.

Figure 2. Signaling by disambiguation. The black lines depict different
hand movement trajectories towards each of the three target alternatives
(thick black lines). This demonstrates a second form of signaling that
differentiates movement targets based on increasing amplitude differences.
The data displayed in the upper panel are artificially created for demonstration purposes, based on human movement data from [21]. The lower
panels show example movements from one real participant of that study.

Pezzulo and colleagues [10] recently suggested a
computational model based on a Bayesian approach to
describe this form of action disambiguation. The central idea
is that signaling can be modelled as an optimization problem
with two conflicting goals: On the one hand, an action should
be executed efficiently which, in most cases, would mean
choosing a direct movement path between a movement start
and an end position. On the other hand, facilitating action
recognition for another person requires a deviation from the
straight movement path, where larger deviations mean easier
recognition. Under the assumption that humans really strive
for optimal behavior, this optimization problem can then be
solved and thereby generates the best movement path that
optimally satisfies both constraints. A similar formal
approach has been suggested that differentiates ‘legible’
motion from everyday, minimal effort motion as is evident
when comparing how a handwritten note to oneself looks
very different from a note that is written in a way that
another person can read it [28].

Similarly, in the case of the earlier described study [21],
i.e. in a situation in which only one person knows the target
of an interactive coordination task, this person could use her
movements to provide information about the location of the
upcoming target. Fig. 2 shows three artificially created
example trajectories of this type of signaling as well as two
examples from real human data. The central observation is
that signaling is used here as a form of disambiguating action
alternatives by making the possible movement paths as
dissimilar as possible [10]. Therefore, movement amplitude
“encodes” target location and allows another person to easily
detect the correct target location already at an early point in
time. (Note that a relation between movement amplitude and
target distance also exists in individually performed action;
however, in a signaling action this relation is strongly
enhanced.)

C. Effects on Temporal Coordination
In most of the reviewed studies, action signaling
significantly improves coordination. For example, in [21],
coordination between co-actors was better in a condition in
which signaling was possible compared to one in which the
informed person’s movements were hidden so that signaling
was not an available strategy. Coordination was measured in

Another study [27] showed this form of signaling in a
task in which two people grasped a bottle-shaped object. One
of them knew where to grasp (the bottle could be grasped at
the top part with a precision grip or at the lower part with a
power grip) and the other had to either perform a grasp to the
same or the opposite position on the bottle, as specified by
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terms of absolute asynchronies between co-actors’ landing
on the targets and also in terms of continous synchronization
(instantaneous relative phase [29]).

by acting together. This latter form of learning is often
beneficial in real-time physical interaction because it does
not interrupt the work flow and is often faster than explicit
verbal instruction [1].

How does signaling improve coordination? It is intuitive
that signaling supports action prediction in terms of the
spatial layout – signaling disambiguates alternative action
targets so that more information about another’s action goal
is available. In addition, however, signaling also supports
temporal coordination such that co-actors’ actions are more
aligned in time when they choose to signal. How does that
come about? If signaling allows co-actors to make fast
predictions about others’ actions, it creates the opportunity
for co-actors to quickly and efficiently adjust their behavior
to each other [30, 31]. Thus, providing more and earlier
information supports action prediction that allows fast
adjustments and consequently leads to better coordination.

Signaling might be helpful for implicit skill acquisition in
human users because it would increase the accuracy and
speed of recognizing the to-be-learned action. As an
example, if a robot needs the human user to perform a task
on a specific part of a large work piece, moving this work
piece in an exaggerated way towards the user might make the
location where the interaction should take place more salient.
Explicit verbal instruction or additional markings like
flashing lights become unnecessary. Similarly, also in cases
of direct haptic interaction where a human and a robot move
an object together, signaling can be a form of teaching the
human user about the exact way of performing the task.

IV. SIGNALING IN COLLABORATIVE LEARNING?

C. Increasing Safety
Last but not least, signaling might be useful to increase
safety for the human user during human-robot interaction.
Especially industrial robots are often very strong and very
fast and therefore pose risks to human users. Although
considerable progress has been made to make industrial
robots safer, e.g. by including sophisticated contextdependent detection and stopping mechanisms [34], it is
desirable to prevent accidents rather than to reduce the
possible damage. Signaling, as a way of increasing the
predictability of the robot’s movements, could reduce the
occurrence of situations in which the human user incorrectly
predicts a robot movement and could therefore make
interaction safer.

What implications does research on signaling in humanhuman interaction have for human-robot interaction?
Specifically, can a robot assist a human user to learn a new
interactive skill by employing signaling, for instance how to
operate a new work piece together? Signaling might help
human users interacting with artificial agents by 1) reducing
cognitive load, 2) supporting skill acquisition, and 3)
increasing safety.
A. Reducing Cognitive Load
As outlined before, human-robot interaction is especially
challenging because of differences in physiological and
functional constraints. Thus, robots perform movements that
humans cannot perform or would perform in very different
ways. This makes predicting the robot’s actions difficult.
One way to solve this challenge is to design human-like
robots [32, 33] that perform actions that humans can do in a
way that humans would do them, e.g. with biologically
plausible action kinematics. However, it is often not possible
or not desirable to design robots that have the same
movement constraints as humans. Especially in professional
domains such as in industrial applications, robots need to do
work that a human cannot or should not have to do, for
example because the tasks pose health risks or require
exceptional strength and precision [17].

V. DISCUSSION
The aim of this paper was to provide a brief introduction
to recent psychological research on action signaling and to
discuss possible ways in which signaling might be useful for
human-robot interaction. Signaling is a way in which human
interaction partners facilitate real-time coordination by
exaggerating their movement paths and by disambiguating
different action alternatives. It therefore allows an interaction
partner to more easily recognize important aspects of the
action and to use this information to make predictions about
how the action will unfold in the near future.

In such cases, signaling could be a way in which the
robot makes its actions more easily readable by a human
user. This would facilitate recognizing and predicting the
robot’s action and would therefore leave more cognitive
capacities to the human user for other, more primary task
aspects related to the manufacturing goal. It can be expected
that this would increase efficiency of task performance –
both for the human user individually and for the interaction
with the robot.

Given that robots, especially in professional domains like
industrial manipulation, are often very different from humans
in terms of their appearance and movement parameters,
facilitating predictions is an important research goal. If
signaling could be implemented in robots that directly
interact with human users, this might be a fruitful way to
achieve better prediction performance. Moreover, signaling
could increase interaction efficiency, support the learning of
new skills and increase safety during physical, real-time
interaction.

B. Supporting Skill Acquisition
When a human user needs to acquire a new skill related
to operating and interacting with a machine, this can be done
explicitly, e.g. verbally or in written form as direct teaching,
or it can be taught implicitly as learning by observation and

To better understand the principles underlying signaling
for both human-human and human-robot interaction, future
research should focus especially on the limitations and constraints of this approach. Some relevant questions involve the
practicality and acceptance of robots that use signaling. First,
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how different can a robot be from a human user to still make
signaling and action prediction feasible? Given the close link
to the theory of internal models [6], it would be most useful
to employ a combined strategy in which the robot performs
biologically plausible movements that allow the built-up of
an internal model and, in addition, use signaling to enhance
the recognition of the robot action by the human user.
Second, what expectations do human users have about a
robot? Would they actually expect it to adapt its movements
as a form of signaling? On a more theoretical note, this raises
the questions whether some form of awareness that an action
is meant as a signaling action is required to use its
information content.
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Finally, whereas this paper only addressed the usefulness
of implementing signaling production into a robotic system,
it might be similarly fruitful to also include signaling
recognition. Thus, if human users perform signaling actions,
it might be beneficial if these could be recognized and used
by a robot to achieve smooth, efficient and safe real-time
collaborative human-robot interaction.
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